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ABSTRUCT 

The world is living now in a new world revolution, information revolution which 

is connecting with technology information age and the center of the world moved 

from revolution in to knowledge. Today, the human society's base on knowledge 

on ton wealth, then the knowledge became the center of progress and extensive 

information dos not mean anything if society cannot use this information wisely.  

A lecturer evaluation system is a system designed using Angular 7 framework as 

front end with PHP Programming language as back end and has been linked to the 

MY-SQL database to store the results of the evaluation. The system contains 

several pages are indicated as follows consists, Home page and contain: (a) Login 

for student, (b) Login for supervisors. 

Process of login students for evaluation start by selecting the department and the 

stage and then enter the password of the student. While login of supervisors 

contains a two filed one for supervisor user name and another for password. When 

the supervisor enters to the control page of the website, the menu bar will appear 

and its contents a links to the following pages: 

Evaluation control panel: is used to show the results of the evaluation for each 

lecturer with possibility to print the evaluation. 

Lecturers control panel: is used to add, delete, edit the lecturers that student are 

going to evaluate, as well as the possibility to add excel file of the lecturer's. 

Questions control panel: is used to add, edit and delete the question of 

evaluation, as well as the possibility to add excel file of the question. 

Random access number generation control panel: Used to generate random 

numbers according to academic stages which will be used later as a password 

distributed to students in order to start the evaluation process. 
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1.1Introduction 

The world is living now in a new world revolution, information revolution which 

is connecting with technology information age and the center of the world moved 

from revolution in to knowledge. Today, The human societies base on knowledge 

on ton wealth, then the knowledge became the center of progress and extensive 

information dos not mean anything if society cannot used these information 

wisely [1].  

The gap between advanced countries and developing or growing countries become 

a knowledge men gap because of huge information in revolution information 

technology and telecoms. The information became an important resource to the 

person and society; the electronic chips begin to play a basic role such a coal 

which is a basic thing in the past when the industrial revolution was so important. 

A technology gap approach to why growth rates differ [2].  

The modern technology contains the digital technology in twenty-first century. 

This advanced shorten the time between any two area on the earth because of 

using electronic network. The information revolutions are connecting with 

information technology through using computer system and telecom system [1]. 

1.2 What is ICT and Why 

ICT (information and communications technology - or technologies) is an 

umbrella term that includes any communication device or application, 

encompassing: radio, television, cellular phones, computer and network hardware 

and software, satellite systems and so on, as well as the various services and 

applications associated with them, such as videoconferencing and distance 

learning. In general there are some important things as the requirements for the 

implementation of ICT, there are [3]: 
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1. The availability of tutor support services that can help students when 

learning difficulties. 

2. The existence of government officials / managers of ICT. 

3. The existence of the positive attitude of students and educators on computer 

technology. 

4. Availability of learning system design that can be learned / known by every 

student 

5. A system of evaluation of students’ progress and feedback mechanisms 

developed by the organizers. 

1.3    Problem Statement 

Currently a paper-based system usually creates a lot of administrative workload. 

Before administering a questionnaire, involves the printing, packaging and 

distributing of a large quantity of questionnaire and answer sheet. All these 

materials have to be returned to a central location for processing, which involves 

sorting and scanning the answer sheets. If the questionnaire also contains free-

response questions, it often proves difficult to process them properly because the 

lack of manpower. With a web-based system, data collection involves only the 

inputting of student and instructor data into the system and in putting them into 

the report system, once the system is set up, students can access the questionnaire 

using a computer which is connected to the university network at any time they 

choose within a specified period. Their responses will be transmitted back via the 

internet and stored in a server. 

 

1.4 Research Objective   

The objective of this study is to development on-line lectures evaluation system to 

support of evaluation process of lecturers at College of Science- Diyala University. 
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1.5 Research Scope  

The research work focuses on enhancing the evaluation process of lecturers for 

College of Science that is one of the more established Colleges in Diyala 

University. It is chosen as a case study, to explore its current evaluation system, as 

well as to develop on line lectures evaluation system that can be used to increase 

efficiency of the evaluation process of college of science.  

1.6 Expected Contribution / Benefit 

The contributions of this study are to provide support to College of Science in 

Diyala University to implement modernized techniques of College management 

especially in lectures evaluation system. The current evaluation system in College 

of Science needs to change it from traditional or manual system to technical or 

automated system. Finally, this study is specific to assist College of Science to 

achieve their goals and strategy in reducing the time and efforts to provide unique 

products or services for their customers. 
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2.1 Review of Related Literature  

"Evaluation is a judgment regarding the worth or value of something" Jolliffe [4]. 

There exists a multitude of literature dealing with the notion of teacher evaluation. 

To date, there is very little published research dealing specifically with the 

formative evaluation of web-based instruction. This chapter presents a review of 

the literature related to formative evaluation of online instruction. In light of the 

comparatively minimal literature dealing specifically with the formative evaluation 

of online instruction, the chapter also provides a review of the literature dealing 

with teacher evaluation in broader terms. It begins with a presentation of several 

definitions and explanations of the term evaluation. Also provided is a rationale for 

developing new evaluation criteria, targeted specifically towards online instruction. 

Why formative evaluation is the method of choice and what factors may require 

examination during such processes is also included. 

 

2.2 Why Go Online 

There are a number of advantages to using an on-line system to collect students’ 

feedback on teaching.  

1. Increase in Efficiency in the Data Collection Process  

A paper-based system usually creates a lot of administrative workload. Before 

administering a questionnaire, a lot of preparatory work has to be done. For 

example, the existing course evaluation system at HKUST, which is not unlike 

those used in other local HEIs, involves the printing, packaging, and distributing of 

a large quantity of questionnaire and answer sheets (over 30,000 pages). All these 

materials have to be returned to a central location for processing, which involves 

sorting and scanning the answer sheets. If the questionnaire also contains free-

response questions, as does the one used in HKUST, it often proves difficult to 

process them properly because the lack of manpower Ha [28]. 
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With a Web-based system, data collection involves only the inputting of student 

and instructor data into the system. Such data, enormous in size though they may 

be, are already in electronic format and inputting them into the report system 

involves merely the conversion of a data file from one format into another. Once 

the system is set up, students can access the questionnaire using a computer which 

is connected to the university network at any time they choose within a specified 

period. Their responses will be transmitted back via the Internet and stored in a 

server. Even the answers students make to the free-response questions can be 

easily captured electronically Ha [28]. 

2. Increase in Flexibility 

An on-line system with the processing power of its host computer allows much 

greater flexibility in a number of aspects. It supports complex questionnaire 

designs and has other benefits. 

3. No Need to Schedule Time for Teaching Evaluation: 

Since students can do the evaluation anywhere, anytime, where and when they 

have access to a computer with connection to the university network, there is no 

need to schedule a time slot for the course evaluation. At the moment, most 

evaluations are done in class time. 

4. Flexibility in Questionnaire Design: 

Like all computer-based testing systems, an on-line system to capture students’ 

responses allows great flexibility in questionnaire design. A practical example i the 

evaluation of courses with more than one instructor. With a paper-based system, 

because the questionnaire is of a fixed length, it would be difficult to respond 

satisfactorily to requests for nonstandard formats. With an on-line system, 

questionnaires can always and easily be modified to contain additional sections to 

evaluate any number of instructors in the course. 
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 An on-line system can also support complex branching. Unlike in paper based 

systems, respondents will not notice when they are directed to a different set of 

questions based on their specific answers to some previous questions because the 

system simply chooses and presents only the next question needing to be answered. 

In a paper questionnaire, such branching will often confuse the respondents .In an 

on-line system questionnaires can also be customized in accordance with the needs 

of the individual course or instructor. Each course or instructor can have a different 

set of questions, in addition to the core set 

An on-line system also makes sampling of students in a questionnaire survey a 

viable option .As students in HEIs are asked more and more frequently to provide 

feedback on teaching, courses and activities, or participation in research activities, 

there is a genuine risk of “questionnaire burnout”. With an on-line system, it is 

possible to sample only a fraction of the students in a group for their feedback, 

instead of doing a full survey. Statistically speaking, such probability sampling has 

the advantage that the margins of error of the survey results are estimable. At the 

moment, with the paper-based system, the students doing an evaluation are often a 

self-selected group. With such a sample, it would not be possible to estimate the 

margin of error in the survey results. Another advantage is that students have to do 

less evaluations. If on average only half of the students in each course are asked to 

evaluate, then each student on average will only have to evaluate half of the 

courses he/she attends. With less evaluations to do, hopefully students will spend 

more time on each evaluation Ha [28]. 

2.3 Present Situation 

"Traditionally, local school systems have emphasized the accountability or 

summative function of teacher evaluation" McGreal [5] Wise [6] use the idiom 

teacher evaluation in terms of the compilation and subsequent use of information 

in order to judge a teacher. This is but one of many interpretations of what teacher 

evaluation could mean, depending upon purpose and context Alkin [7]. feels that 
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evaluation is used to report summary data which is useful to decision makers when 

selecting alternatives. Sometimes evaluation is viewed as an examination of the 

effectiveness of teaching methods or materials being used Brenna[26].claims that 

more importantly, evaluation should be about obtaining the necessary knowledge 

to improve upon these areas Gorton [8].view evaluation as a process whereby the 

strengths and limitations of an individual or group are identified and defined. The 

center of attention for teacher evaluation has been evolving over the years. With 

this adjustment has come an accompanying desire to produce discernible positive 

effects for actual instruction. 

 All teachers are evaluated at least once in their career (on entry to the profession) 

but by the use of criteria and acceptable standards of achievement which are never 

formally defined. They [the evaluation criteria] do, however, seem to relate closely 

to classroom performance. Clearly such an arrangement is unsatisfactory 

Dennison[9]. A common theme is that teacher evaluation should serve a role in the 

provision of outcomes that can result positively, in having significant effect upon 

the actual instruction that students receive Wise[6] By in large, teachers tend to 

agree with the notion that as an all-purpose function, evaluation should improve 

the quality of instruction Barrett[10].Teachers will, however, rail against a process 

that is perceived as being extraneous and or disciplinary Darling-Hammond [11]. 

Effective teacher evaluation utilizes a mixed methodology when implemented 

McConney [12]. found that employing a variety of techniques when conducting 

evaluations provides the best results. 

 "To move beyond the narrow confines of one's own teaching, multiple 

perspectives are necessary" .This differs from the common notion that teacher 

evaluation is a process that portrays the teacher as a supervised employee who can 

only benefit from a process that is top down in nature and process Sawyer[13]. 

examined a school district where the top down summative process had resulted in 

extensive frustration with the one-way nature of the process. When the district 

adopted and implemented an evaluation process that allowed for teacher 
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participation, satisfaction levels increased. "The greatest obstacle to teacher sense 

of efficacy, ironically, is lack of feedback about their performance — credible 

information about how well they are carrying out their responsibilities" 

McLaughlin [14]. "Evaluation needs to be participatory and reflective in order to 

be meaningful for teachers" Weiss[15]. The present system in Rocky Mountain 

School District is either lacking or void in these areas. The proposed new criteria 

shall provide for feedback, reflection and participation. 

 . 

2.4 Types of Evaluation 

"Two evaluation types exist: formative and summative. Formative evaluation is a 

tool used to improve instruction. Summative evaluation is a tool used to make 

personnel decisions" Barrett [10]."Formative means improving and developing 

while summative means evaluating" Hazi [16]. "The main purpose of formative or 

professional supervision is to identify needs for teacher improvement; whereas, the 

primary purpose of summative evaluation is to reach a determination on whether 

staff, particularly new members, should be retained, non-renewed, or dismissed" 

Gorton [8]. Stiggins [17] conducted a survey leading them to propose that there 

were a number of indispensable circumstances for the teacher growth model of 

teacher evaluation to succeed. One of these was that any summative approaches to 

teacher evaluation remain largely independent of the formative approach. Both 

summative and formative require time, observation, conferencing and competence 

of the examiner. Regrettably, the time taken to perform the evaluation is often 

rushed. Taking the time to perform a formative evaluation is however justified, 

based upon the potential outcomes and decreased tensions between the participants 

Barber[18]."Teachers complain that the principal, or whoever is conducting the 

evaluation, does not have the time to gather quality information and provide useful 

feedback". When combined with examiner incompetence, attitude towards the 
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process is often unenthusiastic. This robs the evaluator of the credibility needed to 

carry out an effective evaluation Body[19].  

 

2.5 Clinical Supervision 

Inclusive and integral to these forms of evaluation is the notion of clinical 

supervision. Clinical supervision concerns itself with the improvement of 

professional practice by way of refinements in teaching and learning ."Clinical 

supervision is an intensive process designed to improve instruction by conferring 

with a teacher on lesson planning, observing the lesson, analyzing the 

observational data, and giving the teacher feedback about the observation" 

Glatterhorn [25].The use of the word clinical indicates a face-to-face interaction 

between the educator and evaluator Gold hammer [27].Clinical supervision 

performed in a formative manner places emphasis on feedback and training. The 

focal point is on assisting a teacher to do a better job, rather than disciplining them 

for what they might do improperly through the eyes of the evaluator 

Gorton[8].indicate that there are five major characteristics of proper clinical 

supervision: 

 1. Observations are related to the teacher's goals. 

 2. Observations and conferences are cyclical and part of a continuous process. 

 3. A database of information is developed from the observation process.  

4. The teacher and supervisor jointly form final interpretations.  

5. Subsequent teaching and observation sessions are based on hypothesis 

generation and testing. 

 Brennan[26]outlines five phases of clinical supervision: 

 1. The reason and purpose for the observation. 
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 2. The focus of the observation. 

 3. The method and form of observation to be used. 

 4. The time of observation.  

5. The time for post-conference. 

 Arguably the most important aspect of the clinical supervision is the post-

conference. It would be at this time that the teacher and evaluator would be able to 

scrutinize the collected data and prepare for future sessions and adjustments. 

However, the success of the follow-up conference depends in large part on the 

extent to which the teacher feels secure with and trustful of the supervisor, and the 

amount of planning  invested by the supervisor in preparation for the meeting. A 

teacher who does not feel comfortable with the supervisor and does not believe that 

the supervisor has his or her best interest at heart is unlikely to be cooperative 

Gorton [8]. If there is not a minimum of trust and mutual respect achieved between 

both parties, then the success of the process becomes tenuous.  

 

2.6 Evaluator Qualifications 

 Another contentious aspect of teacher evaluation is that of evaluator qualification. 

It would be easy to assume that those people who are made supervisors and 

administrators would be provided with continuous training on how to perform their 

job efficiently and effectively. "Teachers complain that few evaluators have any 

special training to help them plan and carry out a successful evaluation. Even 

worse, many have had little or no recent experience in the classroom" Body[19] 

Educator evaluation carried out by school principals and other school-based 

supervisors have been found to lack strong reliability Darling-Hammond [11]. 

states that this has "been a function of principals' lack of time, inadequate expertise 

for evaluating all teaching situations, insufficient evaluation training, and 
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inappropriate instrumentation." Most " teachers believe that when administrators 

walk into the classroom, they are entering territory in which the teacher knows just 

as much, if not more, about how to perform effectively" McGreal [5]. The issue of 

poorly trained supervisors is not unique to education. Positive, useful employment 

training is rarely offered to business managers and supervisors. It is no small 

wonder, then, that many supervisors and managers lack confidence in their hiring 

abilities and that so many "employers" opt to sticking with fixed, traditional ways 

of recruiting and hiring. They are simply borrowing the methods of the person who 

preceded them, crossing their fingers and hoping that nothing will go wrong .If the 

business community has difficulty in securing minimally adequate, if not superior, 

training for its supervisors, it is not farfetched to assume that the teaching 

community experiences the same difficulties. Teaching and business are not alone 

in failing to train those who evaluate personnel. "Traditionally, there has been a 

lack of formal training for supervisors, a fact that Hoffman described as the mental 

health profession's 'dirty little secret' (p. 25)". Teacher evaluation is not something 

most school principals like to do. For one thing, they have little confidence in their 

ability to carry out fair, consistent, and meaningful evaluation of teachers' 

classroom performance" McLaughlin [14]. "In most districts, principals receive 

little if any training related to their teacher evaluation responsibilities" Wise[6]. 

 

2.7 Expectations  

A corollary to supervision and evaluation is the implied philosophy that teacher 

evaluation be a fair component in a professional development growth plan. "In 

most instances the difficulties arise not with the concept or general purpose, but 

from the way the evaluation is carried out" Barrett [10] In the field of education, 

teachers are to assign either letter grades or marks in relation to expected learning 

outcomes. In the Province of British Columbia ,there are specific steps to be 

followed for the meeting of specific grading outcomes: 
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 1. Learning outcomes for the activity and unit are identified to make clear what 

the student is expected to know and be able to do. 

2-Specific criteria for the unit and activity are established. It is helpful for students 

to be involved in the establishing of criteria. In this way they understand what is 

expected of them. 

 3. Different levels of performance or models are developed.  

4. Students participate in learning activities to allow them to practice the skills and 

acquire the required knowledge.  

5. Students are given opportunities to demonstrate their learning. Teachers may 

have students represent their learning in a variety of ways. Assessment data is 

collected from tests, teacher observations, student self-assessment, written 

assignments, portfolios, and performance tasks. 

 6. Students' levels of performance are evaluated in relation to the criteria. 

 7. The teacher assigns a letter grade for the activity. 

 Teachers are expected to adhere to these guidelines and to provide adequate proof 

of established criteria to substantiate the assigned grade. Can we expect no less of 

the education system to implement a process whereby teachers are equally 

involved, permitted to fail and thereby grow while demonstrating performance 

enhancement through a variety of means? "A study conducted by Daniel entitled 

Excellent Teachers, Their Qualities and Qualifications (1994) stressed the need for 

multiple assessments of a teacher's effectiveness which should be utilized in 

multidimensional assessments of teacher effectiveness". Just as students are 

permitted to demonstrate their acquisition of knowledge in a variety of ways, and 

are not expected to learn or acquire at the same rate, so should educators be 

granted the same latitude. 
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2.8 Professional versus Technician 

Perhaps the most difficult aspect in teacher evaluation is in deciding whether or not 

teachers are professionals, and require a process appropriate for a professional, or 

if they are merely technicians. This debate is not new, but as of yet is still 

unresolved. "One definition states that a professional is a person who engages in an 

activity for financial remuneration that other people engage in for recreation. 

Another is that he is a person who helps other people. It is almost altruism in its 

purest form" .For example, when dealing with the medical profession or perhaps in 

needing a plumber, Most readers probably realize that they know too little about 

either medicine or plumbing to be able to evaluate how well the practitioners know 

their business or whether they are using the best possible procedures. But the 

public does not acknowledge similar ignorance when it comes to teaching. 

Everyone seems to know the best way to teach Coker [23]. "A lawyer can judge 

success by case outcome; an agronomist can measure achievement by the number 

and type of new agricultural techniques in place. Teachers, however, have no such 

unequivocal or unitary measure" McLaughlin [14] Further, "we usually evaluate 

technicians (e.g. plumbers, auto mechanics) by the results they produce, but we do 

not judge professionals (e.g. physicians, dentists, lawyers) in this fashion" 

Coker[23]. It is reasonable to state that the type of problems professionals and 

technicians are expected to resolve differ in nature. 'We believe that teachers 

should be evaluated as professionals, not as technicians, because teachers deal with 

complex problems" Coker [23]. The problems confronted by a technician are likely 

to be much less complex than those encountered by a professional. Most or all of 

the technician's problems will have known solutions; thus, if the diagnosis is 

accurate, the outcome of the treatment can be predicted with a high degree of 

certainty. It would be manifestly unfair, then, to evaluate an attorney by outcomes 

alone, since some cases are certain to be more difficult than others to argue 

successfully. Most people would probably agree that the same thing holds true for 

teaching: it is harder to succeed in some teaching situations than in others Coker 
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[23]. postulates that there are six characteristics by which a true professional may 

be characterized:  

1. They provide an essential service for other people. 

 2. They have a methodology, which is unique and peculiar to that professional 

group. 

 3. They make judgments and decisions, which affect the lives and wellbeing of 

those they serve. 

 4. They have a code of ethics.   

5. Those groups that are truly professional use the power of the professional 

organization to impose a discipline upon their membership, to insist that every 

member of the group adhere to the ethical way. 

 

2.9 Due Process 

An essential consideration in the process of evaluation is the concept of due 

process. Due process ensures that an individual receives a fair and just decision 

with regards to dismissal. "In staff evaluation this means that the criteria must be 

legitimate, the individual must be informed of shortcomings, must be given 

sufficient opportunity to correct them, and must be provided with adequate 

supervision and assistance to do so" Gorton [8]. Also, In the case of a less than 

satisfactory report, any major deficiencies identified by the evaluator will be 

discussed with the teacher. A plan for improving performance will be developed 

jointly with the local Association, the teacher and the Board and shall be made 

available to the teacher. This plan will contain a time frame for improvement and 

the commencement of subsequent summative evaluation (Collective Agreement, 

School District #6, Rocky Mountain). Fairness demands that those teachers in need 

of more specific professional growth be given a chance before they are dismissed. 
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In the application of due process, allowances must be made for teaching style. Just 

as students learn through a variety of styles, so do teachers tend to teach with a 

variety of styles, while trying to accommodate the particular learning styles of their 

students. When evaluating, supervisors should consider that while the available 

process may suit some teaching styles, it might not suit all. It is also common 

practice to rate teachers on some type of scale. "For example, a teacher may be 

rated as outstanding in 'organization'. Although this appears straightforward, 

'organization' is a high inference term that may be interpreted in as many ways as 

there are observers Peterson [24]. 

2.10 Rationale for New Evaluation Criteria 

Web-Based Instruction is in the process of changing the conventional interaction 

between teachers and students. No longer do teachers and students always find 

themselves in the same physical space at the same time. “mentions that methods of 

assessing the teaching and learning experience in online education are in high 

demand but short supply. No measurement yet exists that would adequately 

evaluate how well a faculty member performs in a virtual classroom” Hazi [16]. 

“Instructors involved in web-based course design and delivery require 

competencies that have not necessarily been considered important in a face-to-face 

and print-based distance education context” Curda [21]. indicate that formative 

evaluation conducted parallel to the execution of an online course is perhaps the 

best method that a teacher can use to receive important information in order to 

make improvements. Day (2000) suggests that for those involved with technology-

based instruction, alteration of existing evaluation criteria or drafting of new 

criteria is essential while paying attention to the ways in which the current 

evaluative structures may fail them Nichols [22]. calls to attention the extra 

complications faced by on-line teachers who seek to implement formative 

evaluation in order to ensure the effectiveness of instruction. Using conventional 

evaluation methods can present a considerable degree of impracticality Nichols 

[22]. Judgments made concerning effective teaching vary according to particular 
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circumstances Koon [20]. Recently, numerous publications have been intent on 

selling particular evaluation models ,While these and other(models are potentially 

sound and functional, it would be inappropriate to “buy” a particular model and 

attempt to put it in place in a local setting without taking into account local 

contextual factors. Even though the above-mentioned authors may not have had the 

wholesale adoption of their particular system I mind when they proposed it, this is 

a disturbingly frequent occurrence McGreal [5]. Therefore, it is fundamental that 

the evaluation method utilized be appropriate for a given situation. Having an 

evaluation model designed for the use of teachers involved with web-based 

instruction within Rocky Mountain School District is necessary. There is no 

template for success that teachers can lay beside their performance and assess the 

extent to which they have achieved their personal and professional goals. And 

long-term outcomes may never be evident to teachers. Consequently, teachers must 

rely on the reflection and feedback of others to gauge their effectiveness and 

support professional pride. For this feedback to be credible, it must come from 

individuals who teachers believe can make authoritative judgments about their 

performance McLaughlin [14]. 

 

2.11 Angular 7 Framework and PHP with MY-SQL 

Angular Is a TypeScript-based open-source web application framework led by the 

Angular Team at Google and by a community of individuals and corporations. 

Angular is a complete rewrite from the same team that built AngularJS 

- Version 7 

Angular 7 was released on October 18, 2018. Updates regarding Application 

Performance, Angular Material & CDK, Virtual Scrolling, Improved 

Accessibility of Selects, now support Content Projection using web standard 
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for custom elements, and dependency updates regarding Typescript 3.1, 

RxJS 6.3, and Node 10 (still supporting Node 8). 

 

PHP is a general-purpose programming language originally designed for web 

development. It was originally created by Rasmus Lerdorf in 1994; the PHP 

reference implementation is now produced by The PHP Group.[6] PHP originally 

stood for Personal Home Page, but it now stands for the recursive initialism PHP: 

Hypertext Preprocessor. 

 

MySQL is an open-source relational database management system (RDBMS). Its 

name is a combination of "My", the name of co-founders Michael Widenius's 

daughter, and "SQL", the abbreviation for Structured Query Language. MySQL is 

free and open-source software under the terms of the GNU General Public License, 

and is also available under a variety of proprietary licenses. MySQL was owned 

and sponsored by the Swedish company MySQL AB, which was bought by Sun 

Microsystems (now Oracle Corporation). In 2010, when Oracle acquired Sun, 

Widenius forked the open-source MySQL project to create MariaDB. 
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3.1 Design of project 

3.1.1 Development Environment 

The environment for the development of the Lecturers evaluation 

system in this project has been tested by upload it on “GoDaddy” web 

host in the internet to operate on 30 computers, PC or laptop. The 

system will operate in a single system environment under Windows 

operating system using the certain platforms. The stages of 

implementation are described in Sections below. 

3.1.2 Site Map 

Below there is a map showing the whole site. 

 

Figure 3.1: Web Site Map 
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3.1.2 Home page 

The home page is the main page for Lecturer Evaluation system 

which includes the students' entry to the evaluation panel and the 

supervisor login link to the control panel. 

Figure 3.1 show the home page of the Lecturer Evaluation System. 

 

Figure 3.1: Home Page 

In order to access the evaluation panel the student will choose the 

name of the department, the stage and enter his password after it will 

be verified the password obtained by the student from his department, 

which was created randomly and cannot be used again after he 

evaluate all lectures in his stage of department transfer to the 

evaluation page, 
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Figure 3.2 illustrate the when user select department and stage 

and enter correct password number. 

 

Figure 3.3 shows the case when the student select department, Stage 

and enter the password belong to another stage, department or wrong 

password, the message will appear to tell the student that the 

password number is incorrect. 

 

 

Figure 3.3: select department, stage and enter wrong password. 
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3.1.3 Supervisors Page 

When chose supervisor login link in home page, the new page will 

appear to ask the admin to enter the user name and access password. 

Figure 3.4 show the page of supervisor's access. 

 

Figure 3.4: Supervisors access page 

After right access the new page will coming out which contain five 

important buttons in  header of the page, which are evaluation, 

lecturer's staff, question and code generator pages. Figure 3.6 

illustrate the Supervisor control page. 
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Figure 3.5 illustrate the admin control page. 

1. Evaluation control panel: evaluation control page help admin to 

display the result of evaluation for certain department and certain 

stage. In order to display the result, first we chose the department 

name and select stage. After that, the result of evaluation will be 

display and it content lecturer name, colored lines comparing the 

number of no, yes and some that lecturer have from student 

evaluation , each lecture will have a button to display student 

feedback. Also, the result of the evaluation can be printed on an 

official paper that can be used later. Figure 3.7 show the 

evaluation control panel. 
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Figure 3.6 Evaluation control panel. 

 

2. Lecturer staff: Lecturer staff page is to help admin to add lecturer 

for evaluation by enter the name of the lecturer, select department 

and the stage that he/she taught. After that, we press add button 

and message will appear to tell the admin that the lecturer was 

added. In addition, we can delete modify name of the lecturer by 

pressing on modify or delete button in the left of lecturer name. 

Figure 3.8 show the add, delete and modify the lecturer staff. 
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Figure 3.7: Add, Delete and Modify lecturer staff 

 

3. Question control panel: question control button is to help admin 

to add new question for evaluation by enter the question and press 

add button and then a message will appear to tell the admin that the 

question was added. In addition, we can modify and delete the 

question by pressing on modify or delete option in the left of 

question. Figure show the add, delete and modify the question. 

 

Figure 3.8: Add, Delete and Modify Questions 
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4. Random code generation: random code generation page help the 

admin to produce random password that are distribution to the 

students to start the evaluation process. The main purpose of 

generate random access numbers is to prevent the recurrence of 

evaluating certain lecturer for the same stage more than once. 

 

To generate random codes for students to be used later in the 

evaluation process the supervisor selects the department, the stage 

and the number of codes to be generated, then press generate button 

Figure 3.9 illustrate the random access numbers generation page.      

 

Figure 3.9: Random password generation page  

3.1.4 Lecturer Evaluation Page 

Lecturer evaluation page is the most important page in this system. In 

above of the page it contain list of all lecturers names for student 

department and stage, we already chosen to evaluate and we must 

select one lecturer from this list for evaluation. The evaluation page 
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contains all questions that entered by the supervisor; each question 

has three weights which limit the evaluation mark. The weights stand 

for 1- yes, 2- some, 3- no, figure 3.10 shows the lecturer evaluation 

page. 

 

Figure 3.10: Lecturer evaluation page 
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The student can also write a comment about the lecturer being 

evaluated, telling him about some bad or good aspects in his lecture 

or in him personally. 

Send Evaluation button is to send the result of evaluation to be stored 

in database for later use, after that the lecturer that already evaluated 

will removed from lecturer's list, now the student must choose another 

lecturer to be evaluated. After the student completes the evaluation of 

all the lecturer's, a message is display to telling him that he has 

completed the evaluation of all the lecturers of his stage and 

department and is returned to the main page of the site and delete his 

password from the database so as not to be able Sign in again 
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4.1 Conclusions 

In this research we have built system for electronic evaluation for evaluation of the 

lecturers in college of science by Angular 7 Framework as front end and PHP 

Programming language as back end, which added high flexibility in the process of 

storing data. Finally, our project is able to find the final result of evaluation for 

each lecturer, save the result of evaluation as PDF for later use and reference. Print 

the result of evaluation, and review the point view of student in order to enhance 

the performance of lecturer. In the end, it is possible to use the system in College 

of Science to provide comfortable service to both student and management and 

save the time and efforts in evaluation process. 

 

 

4.2 Suggestions 

Our suggestions for future work are 

 We aspire to add new tools for security. 

 We wish to adopt the system to be used in evaluation process at Science 

College. 

 We hope to adopt the system in others college at University of Diyala.  
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